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model prediction



Result 1.

by GK
bias all payoff

where bias [0,1/4]. under open rule

bias 
sender payoff

where bias [0,1/4]. under open rule

receiver payoff
by KM

by both
bias all payoff

where bias [0,1/4]. under close rule



Result 2.

by both

sender * 2 all payoff  >

when sender’s bias are heterogeneous 

sender * 1 all payoff



Info Eff.-> opposite of variance
Dist. Eff.-> opposite of expected value

E(U) = - Var(X(world)) - (E(X(world)))^2

X(world) = a(world) - world

Info Eff.Dist. Eff.



Result 3.

close rule receiver info eff. >

note: info efficiency -> opposite of variance

open rule receiver info eff.

bias

when b [0,1/4]

receiver info eff.

by GK



Result 3.

open rule receiver dist. eff. >

note: distributional efficiency -> opposite of expected value

close rule receiver dist. eff.

when b [0,1/4]. under open rule

receiver dist. eff. = 0

by GK

bias dist. eff.

where bias [0,1/4]. under close rule

& is positive



Result 4.

open rule receiver info eff. >

note: info efficiency -> opposite of variance

close rule receiver info eff.

when b [0,1/4]. under open rule

receiver info eff. = 0 

by KM

under close rule

receiver info eff. != 0 



Result 4.

note: distributional efficiency -> opposite of expected value

when b [0,1/4]. under both rule

receiver dist. eff. = 0

by KM



Experimental Design 
and Procedure



Experimental Design
• The state space, the message space, the action space -> [0.00, 100.00]

• 6 treatments with biases of b = 10 and 20

• Between-subject design and random matching were used

b = 10/ b =20 Two Senders One Senders
Open rule O-2 O-1

Closed rule C-2 N/A



Experimental Procedure
• 1 practice round and 30 official rounds

• Open Rule -- After revealed the instruction, Sender 
1 (Member A), sender 2 (Member B) would need to 
report numbers according to their ideal action on 
the screen.



Experimental Procedure

• Open Rule -- Receiver (Member C) made action 
according to the reports from Member A and 
Member B 

• Close Rule -- After revealed the instruction, Sender 
2 (Member B) would need to report interval 
message instead



Outcome and Findings



Open rule and 2 senders 
with different biases



Open Rule and 2 Senders 
with different biases

• The receivers’ action was positively correlated with the 
state as in both Gilligan and Krehbiel [1989] and Krishna 
and Morgan [2001]

• Evidence of pooling for states near E(θ) as predicted by 
Gilligan and Krehbiel [1989], especially for b = 20



Open rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

Significant ↑ in 
receivers’ payoff

=> GK prediction 
✔



Open rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

Significant ↓ in 
informational 
inefficiency

=> GK prediction ✔



Open rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

Not Significant ↓ in 
distributional 
inefficiency

⇒ GK prediction ✘
⇒ KM prediction ✘



Close rule and 2 senders 
with different biases



Close rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

• Sender 1s’ proposals were adopted in more extreme states, 
𝜃 ∈ 0, 40 ∪ 60,100 for b = 10 and 𝜃 ∈ 0, 30 ∪ 75,100 for 
b = 20

• The status quo 50 was chosen in intermediate states,

𝜃 ∈ [40, 60] for  b = 10 and 𝜃 ∈ [30,75] for b = 20 

•For states 𝜃 ∈ [60, 80] for  b = 10 and 𝜃 ∈ [75,95] for b = 20 , 
the receivers mixed between Sender 1s’ proposals and the 
status quo



Close rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

All > 0 
⇒GK prediction ✔
⇒KM prediction ✘



Close rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

Significant ↑ in 
receivers’ payoff

=> GK prediction 
✔

⇒ KM prediction 
✔



Close rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

Significant ↓ in 
informational 

efficiency
=> GK prediction ✔
⇒ KM prediction ✔



Close rule and 2 senders 
with different biases

Not Significant ↓↑ in 
distributional 
inefficiency

⇒ GK prediction ✘
⇒ KM prediction ✔



Open rule and 1 sender
• Overcommunication

b = 10 b = 20



O-1 vs O-2

No significant 
difference



O-1 vs O-2



O-1 vs O-2
two conflicting 

messages



C-2 vs O-1
Close rule had greater 

distributional 
inefficiency

⇒ GK prediction ✔



C-2 vs O-1
Information inefficiency: 
C-2 < O-1 only for b=10



C-2 vs O-1

Close rule have greater
receivers’ average 

payoff only for b=10



C-2 vs O-1

two conflicting 
messages



O-2 vs C-2

Close rule had greater 
distributional 
inefficiency

⇒ GK prediction ✔



O-2 vs C-2
The open rule was more 
informationally inefficient 

but not as much as 
expected

>
>

But not 
significant

Significant!



O-2 vs C-2

The receivers’ payoff differences 
between the open and the closed 

rules were not statistically 
significant



Strategies for O-2



Strategies for O-2

A lot more noise in 
the data than 

predicted by the 
theory



Even if we consider the full 
revelation in different states



Even if we consider the full 
revelation in different states

In both theories, full revelation (when 𝑚1−m2 = constant)
should happen in different states, but obviously it’s not. 



Why?



Why?

Believe in 
higher/lower 

message => the 
more biases in 

receivers’ actions



But as both theories, they shouldn’t 
have incentive to send extreme 

message…?

GK: out-of-equilibrium 
action is constant and 

independent of the 
senders’ messages

MK: out-of-
equilibrium beliefs 

are specifically 
designed to optimally 

punish deviations 



But as both theories, they 
shouldn’t have incentive to send 

extreme message…?

GK: out-of-equilibrium 
action is constant and 

independent of the 
senders’ messages

MK: out-of-
equilibrium beliefs 

are specifically 
designed to optimally 

punish deviations 

But data didn’t 
support either of 

them!



Receivers appeared to follow a more “naive” 
rule of choosing a policy close to the 

average of the messages



Receivers appeared to follow a more “naive” 
rule of choosing a policy close to the 

average of the messages

The senders could exploit 
this naive reaction function 
if they were fully expecting 

it



C-2 Strategies



C-2 Strategies
Compromise



Receivers' strategies in C-2



Receivers' strategies in C-2

Took the status quo 
action 50 for m1 ∈

50, 50 + 2𝑏



Receivers' strategies in C-
2 Took the status quo 

action 50 for m1 ∈
50, 50 + 2𝑏



Only compromise is 
accepted? …No!



Summary
• Committees can help improve the legislature’s decisions 

by credibly communicating valuable information

• Evidences for GK prediction: 

• Outliner principle 

• Efficiency principle 

• Restrictive-rule principle

• Behavioral phenomena -> deviations



Thank you for your 
attention!


